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PREFACE

The field of head and neck pathology is relatively small as compared to other pathology specialties. For most hospitals, the volume of specimens submitted by otolaryngologists, head and neck surgeons, and oral surgeons is much lower than that of gastrointestinal or gynecological specimens. Yet the vast array of benign and malignant tumors that affect the head and neck, and the ever-expanding classification schemata necessary for diagnosis and prognostication, makes this specialty unceasingly fascinating. Losing oneself in the ever-branching, nosological subclassifications should not diminish attention to our ultimate responsibility: to accurately guide surgeons and clinicians and convey the prognostic implications of a particular diagnosis.

This atlas is written for general surgical pathologists, head and neck pathologists, and residents in pathology and otolaryngology. My intention is that this atlas becomes an accessible, practical go-to text. The general surgical pathologist reading head and neck specimens is challenged by diagnostic diversity in the face of specimen rarity. I hope that looking at these images and focusing on the key diagnostic points and differential diagnoses will lead the pathologist along the “right” path. I must add, though, that there is no greater teacher than the actual slides; remember that the slides are always trying to tell you something.
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I would like to thank my many colleagues in pathology and surgery who have been my teachers over the years. I am especially grateful for the valuable suggestions by Drs. Nasser Said Al-Naief and Rashna Madan, and for Rashna’s superb contributions on thyroid and salivary cytology.
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